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Chapter 5. — Dimension of the space of linear superpositions

In this chapter we present a calculation of the functional dimension of the

space of functions representable by means of linear superpositions and prove
that a representation of analytic functions by means superpositions of
smooth functions can not be stable.

§ 1. (e, byentropy and the "dimension" offunction spaces

Let Gn be a closed region of //-dimensional euclidean space, and C (Gn)

the space of all functions continuous in Gn. Two functions fx (x),/2 (x)
g C (Gn) are called (e, ^-distinguishable if there exists an //-dimensional
closed sphere Sô c Gn of radius b such that

min I fx (x) — f2 (x) | > e

xe sô

Let F a C (Gn) be a set of continuous functions. A subset K c= F is

called (e, ^-distinguishable if any two of its elements are (e, (^-distinguishable.

We denote by NEÖ (F) the maximum number of elements in an
(e, (^-distinguishable subset of F.

Definition 5.1.1. The number HÈÔ(F) log2 NEÔ(F), by analogy
with the definition of 8-entropy, is called the (e, (5)-entropy of F.

Let /0 g F. We denote by F)z (/0) the set of functions /g F such that
I f(x) -/0 (x) I <2s. It follows immediately from the definition that the

•
"* ~

.• log2 H s ö (fi âe ifd)) p • r i a 4- Aexpression lim lim as a function of 2 does not decrease
<5-+0 £^0 log2(5

as 2 —> oo.

Definition 5.1.2. The number

r(F, f0) lim lim lim-
ce «5-+0 e-* 0

log2 HjAFxt
log2<5

is called the functional "dimension" of F at /0. The number r (F)
sup (F,f0) is called the functional "dimension" of F.

The functional "dimension" r (F) of a set of functions F a C (Gn)

has the following properties.
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5.1.1. Let 0 cz F be a set of functions. Then r (F) < r (F). Moreover,

if F is everywhere dense in F in the uniform metric, then r (<P) — r(F).

Proof. The first part of the assertion follows immediately from the

definition. For a proof of the second part it is sufficient to show that r (F, cp0)

> r (F, (p0) for any element cp0 e <P. Suppose that the functions /1? ...,/N
from a (2 e, ^-distinguishable subset of FÀe((p0). Since F is everywhere

dense in F, there exist functions cpu cpN e $ such that max |/; (x) — cpt (x) |

xeGn

< min (/ 1, 2, TV). These functions form an (e,^-distinguishable

subset of F2xb(<P o)- Consequently N£à (^2a£ (<Po)) >N2 E,ö(FXe(<p0)).

Hence r (<P, cp0) > r (F, cp0).

5.1.2. For any set F cz C (G„) we have r (F) < n.

Proof Suppose that /0ef and /l5/2, ...,fp is a maximal set (with
respect to p) of pairwise (e, ^-distinguishable functions of FÀe (/0). Let

<r1} g2? cr^ be a maximal set (with respect to q) of spheres of radius <5/3

in G1V such that no two of them have common interior points. Then any
pair of functions f (x) and f} (x) of the given set satisfies on at least one
of the spheres ox the inequality min \f (x) — f j (x) | > s. For the func-

X e a I

tions f] (x) and f} (x) satisfy on some sphere Sô cz Gn the inequality
min I /iW - (vi I > s. Since q is maximal, it follows that one of the

spheres o{ cz Sô. Consequently on this sphere the inequality we need is

satisfied. We denote by at the centre of the sphere ol (/ 1,2, q). Every
set of functions fvfiv each pair of which has values differing by not
less than s at one and the same point consists of a number r < 2 2+ 1

of functions. (All functions are taken from the set indicated above.) Since

every pair of functions fx (x) andf j (x) has values differing by not less than
e at one of the points at at least, we have p < 22 + 1. But since the spheres
{ gi } do not intersect, q < C/<5", where C is a constant depending only on
/?. Consequently,

c

trt\^v Y Y
log2 log2 (2/1 + 1 / _My (F,y0) < lim lim lim —

ö-+0 \og2ô

5.1.3. If F is everywhere dense (in the uniform metric) in the space
C ((/„), then r (F) n. In particular r (C (G/r)) n.
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Proof. By 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 it is sufficient to show that r(C(Gnj) > n.
We denote by CE (Gn) the set of all f(x)eC (Gn) for which max | f(x) | < e.

x e Gn
Let 6 > 0 be a constant such that for any <5 > 0 we can find H [0/bn]
closed and pairwise non-intersecting spheres al9 o2, of radius b

in Gn. For any system of numbers {oq} (oq ± 1, / 1, 2,..., H) we construct
a function /{a.} (x) e Cs(Gn) such that /{a.} (x) at£ for xeot
(i 1, 2,..., H). These functions are obviously pairwise (a,^-distinguishable.
The number of functions /{a.} (x) for all possible sets { oq} is equal to 2H.

Consequently HeJ(Ce(G„)) > H [0/ön]. Hence r (C (G)) > n.

Corollary 5.1.1. The space, of all polynomials in n variables has

functional "dimension" n.

In the same way, the following properties are easily proved.

5.1.4. Let Gl and Gl be two non-intersecting closed regions in n- dimensional

space, and F (Gl u Gl) a space of functions, defined and continuous
on Gl u Gl. Denote by F (Gl) the space of all functions cp (x), defined on
the set Gl, for which there exists a function 0 (x) e F (Gl u Gl) such that
cp (x) 0 (x) for x e Gf The space F (Gl) is defined similarly. Then

r(F(G)tKjGl)) max { r (F(G*)) ; r(F(G„2))}.

5.1.5. If F is a linear space, then r (F) r(F,f0) for any function
f0 e F. If F is a finite-dimensional linear space, then r (F) 0.

5.1.6. Let F be a linear metric space with metric p (cp, i/f) between a pair
of functions (p,xj/eF. We denote by F (p0) the set of all those functions
cp e F for which p (cp, 0) < p0. Then r (F) r (F(p0)).

Corollary 5.1.2. The set of all polynomials in n variables whose

partial derivatives oforder p, for any p 1,2,..., are bounded by a constant
0 < Kp < oo has functional "dimension" n.

00

5.1.7. Let F be a complete linear metric space and F u F/? where

{Fi} are sets of continuous functions. Then r (F) max r (Ff).
i

We now write down the main result on the functional "dimension*11

of a set of linear superpositions.

5.1.8. Let qt qt (xl5 x2, x„) be continuously differentiable functions

of n variables, and pt pt (xl9 x2, xn) continuous functions of n

variables (i 1, 2,..., N). We denote by F (Gn, { pt }, { qx }) the set of super-
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N

positions of the form £ pt (xu x2, x„)fi (<7i (xu x2> •••> xn))> where
i — 1

(xu x2, x„) g Gn, and {ft (t)} are arbitrary continuous functions of one

variable. Then in any region Dn there exists a closed subregion Gn c= Dn

such that
r(F(Gn, {Pi},{<?,}))<1.

For ease of presentation we limit the proof to the case n 2 (§ 3).

It is interesting to compare the result 5.1.8 with the following proposition.
n

5.1.9. Let a,- (xux2,x„) £ % (x;) (/ I, 2,..., 2/7 + 1)

j i
be the continuous functions involved in Kolmogorov's formula (I).
We denote by i// (G,„ a-) the space of all functions of the form
i/y (a,- (a^, x2, -V,,)), where if/ (t) is an arbitrary continuous function of
one variable and (x1? x2, xn) g G„. Then for any i and every region Gn,

r(^(G„, «»•)) « (see 5.1.7).
Let pt (xl5 x2, x„) be fixed continuous functions of n variables,

-,*»), ?2,i(^i»^2> •••. -,qk,i(x1,x2,fixed con-
tinuously differentiable functions of n variables, and ft (tu t2f L) arbitrary
continuous functions of k variables, k <n (/ 1,2, TV). One would
expect that the set of superpositions of the form (V) (see Chapter I) has

functional "dimension" not greater than k. However, in this direction, only
the following partial result has so far been proved.

5.1.10. Denote by F{X, Gn, {pt }, { qt>i },...,{ qkJ }) the set of all
those continuous functions (p (xu x2, xn) for which there exist continuous
functions { /,• (tu t2, tk) } such that in Gn.

q>(xi,x2,...,xn)
N

E Pi(x i'x2, -,x„)fi(qu(x1,x2,...,x„),...,x„))
1=1

and

max sup \/i(t1,t2,...,tk)\<A sup |

i (tj, t2, tk) (xh x2, xn) eGn

Then, for any X < oo, in any region Dn there exists a closed subregion
Gn a Dn such that

r(F(X,Gn,{Pi},{ h,i}'•••>{ 1k,i})>0) <
From the last result and Banach's open mapping theorem there follows

L'Enseignement mathém., t. XXIII, fasc. 3-4. 91
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Corollary 5.1.3. For any continuous functions pt and continuously
differentiable functions qi h q2J, qkti, k < n (i 1, 2, N) and every
region Gn there exists a continuous function that is not equal in Gn to any
superposition of the form (V).

§ 2. (e, 8)~entropy of the set of linear superpositions

We denote by S (S, z) the disc of radius ô with centre at z. Let p (z)

p (x, y) and q{z) q (x, y) be functions defined in a closed region G

of the x, y-plane and having the properties :

dq (x, y) dq (x, y)
a) p (x, y), are continuous in G and have modulus

ôx dy
of continuity co (5),

b) the inequalities 0 < y < I grad [q (r)] I < - and I

p (z) I < -, where
• - —

y y

y is some constant, are satisfied everywhere in G.

Lemma 5.2.1. Let S (ô, z) a G and let (t) be the function equal to

2 V §2 ~(t-ii2))21 srad [q(z)] I-2 °n

q(z)- <5 I grad [q (z)] | < t < q(z) + grad [q (z)] |

and equal to zero elsewhere. Then

oo

J \nq(t) - h(e (q,t)nS(<5,z)) | dt < ct (7) co (5) 52
— 00

where c1 (y) is a constant depending only on y.

Proof Let [a, b] a e (q, t) n S (<5, z) be the segment of the level curve
e(q, t), endpoints a and b, lying on the boundary of S (<5, z); [z, a] and [z, b]

the vectors with origin at z and endpoints at a and b, respectively ;

«1 y([z, a], grad [q (z)]), a2 y([z,b], grad [q(z)]).

We have

dq
t - q(z) I \qI ds

se [z,a]

<5 cos oq I grad [g (z)] | (1 +0(l)co(<5))
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Hence

ösin aL ^j'b2~ (t -q(z)+ 0 (7) | grad [ (z)] |
"

and similarly

ô sin a2 ^ô2 - (t - q (z) + 0 (y) ôœ (c>))2 | grad [q (z)] |
2

By b) the size of the angle swept out by the tangent vector to the level curve
e (q, t) on moving along [a, b] does not exceed C2 (y) œ (ö). Therefore

^(sinoq +sina2)(l + 0(y)co(<5))

- 2 sj&~0- q(z)+ 0 (y) ôœ(<5))2 I grad (z)] | "2 + 0 (y) (<5).

If a1 > C3 (y) œ ((5) (C3 is a sufficiently large constant), then [<a, b] e (q, t)
n 5 (<5, z). Consequently, for

[ t *- q (z) I < 9 — S cos [C3 co (<5)] | grad [g (z)] | x (1 +0 (1) co (5))

we have hl (e (q, t) n S (ô, z)) hl {[a, £]). Since for every t (by b))

h\ (e{q,t)nS (S, z)) < C4 (y)(l + a> (S))
we have

oo

J I ft i (e (<jf, r)n S(3,z))- \

— 00

q (z) 4*®

J I ^1 OK*?, 0 (<5, z)) - /i9(0 I àt + 0 (y) ô2œ(b)
q(z) -0

We now estimate

q (z) -j- 0

J \hi(e(q,t)nS(3, z)) - fi(t)\dt
8(z) - e

Q (z) + 0
J I ft| ([ß, ft]) — HqI <

(z) - 0
q (z) + 0

<2 J (v/<52-(f-3(O+0(r)dco(5))2| grad [g(z)l|-2
q(z) - 0

- -Jb2 - t-q(z))2I grad [q (z)] \~2)dt + 0 (y) ô2a> (S)

0(y)ô2œ(ô) J + 0(y)«52m(d).

Here we have the mean value theorem. This proves the lemma.
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Lemma 5.2.2. Let p (z), q (z) satisfy conditions a) and b) ; S (ô, z)
cz G; let f ft) be an arbitrary continuous function, uniformly bounded in
modulus by the constant m. Then

j j p (u, v)f (q (u, vf) dudv
O, v) e S (ö, z)

oo

p(z)Igrad [g(z)][_1 f f(t
— oo

where | 1 (z) j < c5 (y).

Proof Using a) and b) and Lemma 5.2.1 we have

J p(u,v)f(q(u,vy) dudv
S(ö,z)

— p{z) j J /(q (u, v)) dudv + 0(1) mÔ2œ(Ô)
(u, v) 6S (ô, z)

— p(z) J {/(0 J I grad [#(s)] \~2ds) dt + 0(1) mô2co(ô)
-co see (q, t) nS (ô, z)

GO

p(z)\ grad [q(z)]|_1 j {f(t) j ds} dt + 0(y)
— go see (q, t) r\S (ô, z)

CO

p(z) \ grad [g(z)]|~2 J f(t)h1(e(q,t)nS (ô, z)) dt +0 (y)mô2œ (ô)
— co

p{z)I grad [<7(z)]|_1 ] f (t) pq{t) dt+ 0 (y) m<52co ((5).
— oo

This proves the lemma.

Lemma 5.2.3. Suppose that a number a > 0 and functions p (z),

q{z),f{t) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 5.2.2. are given. Iffor every
integer k such that

a
min q (z) < tk =kô — < max q (z)
zeG 171 zeG

and any integer I such that

ce

min grad [q (z)] | < tt I — < max | grad [q (z)] |

zeG

the inequality

m zeG

*k+*i*5

1 mjs2
tk-tf

t —U
dt aid2
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is satisfied, then for every disc 5" (<5, z) <= G

I J j p(u,v)f(q(u,v))dudv\^c6(y)(aô2 +
(», v) eS (<5, z)

Proof. Suppose that a disc 5 (5, z) a G is given. By the condition of the

lemma there are integers k and / such that | q (z) — /y | < 5ajm and

I I grad [q (z)] | - t{ | < ajm. From Lemma 5.2.2 we obtain

I P (z) I

I j p {u, v) f(q (u, t;)) cludv I <
(u, ü) eS (5, z)

I grad [g (z)] I - »
I I f(t)ftq(t)dt\

q (2) +
+ <5 jgrad lq (z)] |

2
-f c5 (y) mô co (5) < -r

y
m Ô2 -

i —

(t-q(z))2

q (2)

\ grad [q(z)]j2

ô J grad [q (z) ] |

*/c + 11 à

J

tk -tf
fit) I 82- dt

(by the mean value theorem)

2 2
< — ad2 + c5 (y) mô2co (ô) H—gr r

+ — ocô2 + c5 (y) m<52û) (5)
y2

ômdx \ a
Ö —

V 1 - r
ô2mdz \ oc

Jl—T2) m
c6(y)(aô2 + mô2œ (Ô))

This proves the lemma.
We denote by Fm Fm(D; pu p2, pN\qu q2, qN) the set of

superpositions of the form

N

f(x,y)Z Pi(x,y)fi(qi(.x,y)),where

and { qt (x, y) } are fixed functions, defined in the closed region D of the

x, y plane and satisfying conditions a) and b) with a constant y not depending
on i and {f (t) } are arbitrary continuous functions, defined on { [ab bt] }

{ [ min qt(z); max qt (z)\ } and uniformly bounded in modulus by
z e D z e D

the constant m.



Theorem 5.2.1. There exist constants A and B such that if s > Amco(b)

then for the (2, ô)-entropy of the set of functions Fm, Hs ô(Fm)

where A and B depend only on y, N and D.

Proof We put

B m\

ô\sj >

R(f(z),S) max
S (ô,z)czD

1

TIÔ2 f (il, v) dudv

(u, v) e S (ô,z)

We denote by (Fm) the 2-entropy of the space Fm, taking as the distance
between the functions f1 (z), f2 (z) e Fm the number R (/ (z) — f2 (z), 5).
The inequality H2e ö (Fm) < et3 (Fm) holds owing to the fact that if two
functions fx (z) and f2 (z) are (e, ^-distinguishable, then they are 8-dis-

tinguishable also in the sense of the metric R f (z) — f2 (z), We now
estimate the value of Tife ô (Fm). Let k and / be integers such that

min qt (z) < tk kb — < max qt (z)
zeD

and

min I grad \_qt (z)] | < tt I — < max | grad \_qt (z)]
Z 6 D

To compute the function

fö(z) '~

1

Tib2
f(u,v) dudv

(u, v) e S (c>,z

where /(x, y) e Fm, S (ô, z) a D to within s, it is sufficient by Lemma 5.2.3

to give the values of

tk + tn5

v,- (tk,
Tib2 MO J s

t - dt

tk - nö

to within a 712/(2 NCB (7)) and to assume that <5 is small enough so

that
2NCB(y)mœ(b)

2 > A (y, N) ma) (b)

Since | vt (tk, t{) | < Cx m, to write the numbers vf (tk, t[) (/, k, I fixed)
log2 (C1 mIa) binary digits are sufficient. Since
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\Vi(tk + i,t'l) ~ v,(tk> <
bmdx

\f 1 —r
c9 (y) cc

(here we again use the mean value theorem), to store the numbers

Vi(f*+uh) ~ to within a, log2 C9 binary digits are sufficient.

Therefore to write the numbers vf (tk, t\) (z, / fixed; k any admissible number)

Cio
m m

log2— + (bi-ai) —
a doc

M'u binary digits are sufficient.

Consequently the total number of digits sufficient to store all the numbers

V; (tk,t\) to within a, that is, to store the functions (z) to within e, is

h I

This proves the theorem.

m m
log2 — + (bi-a,) —

OC OOC

1 m B (y, N, D) fm\
— <

y a T

§ 3. Functional "dimension" of the space of linear superpositions

Suppose that continuous functions pt (x, y) and continuously differenti-
able functions qt (x, y) (/= 1, 2, TV) are fixed. Let G be a closed region
of the x, y plane. We denote by F F (G, { pt }, { qt }) the set of super-

N

positions of the form f{x, y)Y, Pi (x> y)fi {li (*> >0)> where (x, y)eG
i— 1

and {fi {t) } are arbitrary continuous functions of one variable. We are

interested in the functional dimension of the set F.

Theorem 5.3.1. In every region D of the x, y plane there exists a

closed subregion G a D such that

r(F(G,{ Pi },{qi}))1

Proof By Theorem 4.5.1, in D there exists a closed subregion G* cz D
such that the set of superpositions F{G*, {pt}, { qt}) is closed (in the
uniform metric) in C ((/*), and the functions { qt (x, y) } satisfy the condition:

for any z, either grad [qt (x, y)] ^ 0 on G* or q{ (x, y) const on G*.
We show that r (.F (G*, { pt }, { qt })) < 1. By Banach's open mapping
theorem, there exists a constant K such that for any superposition

N

Z Pi(Xy)fi (li (x,y))/(x, y) e F *, {pt }, { qt}) there are con-
i - 1
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tinuous functions {/* (t)}, defined on the sets {#;(£*)} and satisfying
the conditions

N

8) f(x,y)y Pi (x,y)f*(qt(x,y))forall (x,y)eG*;
1

9) max max |/*(t)|>K max \f(x,y)\.
i t<=qi(G*) (x,y)<=G*

Denote by FÀe F)e ((?!î, {Pi}, { qt}) the set of superpositions f(x,y)
e F(G*, {Pi},{ qt }) such that max | f(x, y) | < Is. By Theorem 5.2.1

(x,y)eG*
and (8), (9), there exist constants A and B such that if œ ((5) <(/L47£)~ 1

then HE Ô(F;e) < B (kKfjd. Hence the functional dimension

I 1 B(AK)2

r(Ft(G*, { Pt},{ })) < lim lim lim °g2 '3— 1

;.->x 0^0 e^o log2d

This proves the theorem.
From Theorem 5.3.1 and the properties of functional dimension (§ 1)

we have the following result, which is a stronger form of Theorem 4.6.1.

Corollary 5.3.1. For any continuous functions {Pi(x9y)} and

continuously differentiable functions { qt(x, y)} and every region D the

set of linear superpositions F (D, {pt}, { qt }) is nowhere dense in any space

offunctions that has in every region G a D functional "dimension" greater
than 1.

Remark 5.3.1. All the results about linear superpositions of the form
N

Y Pi (x' y) ft (Pi (-T y)) remain valid if we assume that {ft (t) } are arbitrary
i 1

bounded measurable functions.

§ 4. Variation of superpositions of smooth functions

Let Gn be a closed region of the space of the variables xl9 x2, xn
(n >2). A function F(x) F(xu x2, xn) is called a superposition of
order s generated by the functions of k (k > 1) variables

fß\,ß2--
• ißa hi) S, ßi 1 2, k)

if it is defined in G by relations
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F fi.1i,

Ißl,ßo,...,ßa - fßl,...,ßa(lßl,...,ßxAlßi....,ßz.2, (VI)

Qßl,ß'2>-~>ßs + 1
" Xy(ßi>ß2>---,ßs + l) '

where y (ßif ß2, ßs+1) is a function of the indices ßl9 ß2, ßs+1 and

takes one of the values 1, 2, n. As before, we assume that the functions

{ (pß^ß0 ß {tu 12i • ••> tk)} are defined for all values of the arguments.
A superposition of any order, generated by functions of one variable,

is again a function of one variable. Therefore in this case (k 1) we consider

superpositions of functions of one variable and the operation of addition,
that is, superpositions definable in the following way.

A function F(x) F (xl9 xu •••> xn) in> 1) 1S called a superposition of
order s of the functions fßl> }ß (t) (a 0, 1,2, s; ßt 1, 2) if the following
relations are satisfied:

Qßl,ß2,...,ßs+ 1 Xy(ßl,ß2,---,ßs+ i) 5

where y {ßl9 ß2, ßs+1) takes one of the values 1, 2, n.

Note that we can represent as superpositions of the form (VII), for
example, all rational functions of xl9 x2, xn since we can write any
arithmetic operation by such superpositions, for example, u • v elnu + Jnv

=fi.fl(w) + f2 (*>))•

Let F(xu x2,x„)bea superposition of order s of the continuously

dififerentiable functions {fMi^ tk))and
the superposition of the same form of the continuously differentiable functions

{fßxM,...*« -, h) }. We put

Vpi,ß2,-,ß* fßi ßa ~fßi,...,ßa (a ~0,1,2ßt 1, 2,

F — f(h +h

1ßlJ2 ßa ~ fßl,ß2,...,ßa(lßl,ß2,-,ßcc-l+ (VII)

k

Ii — max Y, SUP
<*>ßh-~,ßa i=1 fß ],, ßa i=1 t

S

oc,ßi,...,ßa t
max sup I (Pß1,..„ßa(tl,t2,...,tk)
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Lemma 5.4.1. The inequality

sup I F(xux2,...Px„) - F(xux2, ...,xfI) I < A(p, s) 8

x e G

holds, where the constant A (p, 5) depends only on p and s.

Proof. We proceed by induction on s. For definiteness suppose that
k < 1. Having verified the statement of the lemma for j 1 and having
made an appropriate inductive assumption for superpositions of order
s — 1, we have

sup I F(xux2i ...,*„) - F(xux2, ...,xn) I

x e G

< p max sup I qßl — qßl | + 8 < p • A (p, 5 — 1)8 + 8 A (p, s) s

ßl xeG

(the last by the indictive assumption). This proves the lemma.

Further, let oj (<5) be the common modulus of continuity of all the functions

{ JMxxiFÄAI— and, in addition, put
I dti J

k

s' max Y SUP

a,ßb-»,ßa »=1 t

ScPß^p^ih, -,tk)
dti

Lemma 5.4.2. We have (for case k > 1

F(xt, - F(xu *= y
<*, ßl,—>ßa

X CPßi,...ßa, (PI ßi,...,ßa,l (*1> • Xn)> * " * ' 4ßi,...,ßa,k (Xl> •'"> Xn))

+ R(xux2,
where

I R (x1? x2, x„) I < B (p, 5, k) [e' +co(T (p, s) s)] 8

/»ß! • ••,*») il
i o

(for a 0 p (xl5 x2, x„) 1),

B (p, s, k) is a constant depending only on p, s, k. For k — 1 corresponding

equation is slightly different (see Chapter /, (III) :
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F(xu - F(xu
~ Y Pßi,...,ßa(X 1>X2> •••' xn) (Pßi,...,ßa (Al' "-iXn)

<*,ßl,—,ßa

+ /.V2(A'l- ••>*,,)) + ß(xu v„).

Proof. As in the preceding lemma we proceed by induction on

Again for definiteness we limit ourselves to the case k > 1. For s 1

the assertion of the lemma is easily verified. We assume that it is true for
superpositions of order s—I. By Lemma 5.4.1, for superpositions of
order s we have

F(xu - F(xu ...,xn) f(quq2, ...,qk) ~f(quq2,
~ ~ k „

+ <p(ql9q2, r*,9qk) «= <p(quq2, •••>^-) + £ .— (<//h~^i)
/*i i

+ A (/*, 5) c' • ß 4- k • A (jjl, 5) co (A (//, s) s) s

Since qßl and qßl (ß± 1, 2, k) are superpositions of order s — 1,

by the inductive hypothesis we have

~ A

1ßl-<lßl= I Pß1....,ßII(
a> 0

ß2,ß3,.»,ßa

X ^ßi,...ßa, {C1ßi,....ßa,l (Xl5 *2» Xn)' •••> 4ßi,...,ßa,k (*ls X25 •••? *«))
/

+ R(x1,x2,,
where

A
I R(x1,x2,...ixJ j < B{n, s-1, /c) [e' + (ji, -1) e)] s

Pp1,...,ßa(.xi>-»x„)"n "
i=l

(for a=l,pßl(xu x„)ss 1).

When we now substative the expressions for the differences qß-
in the formula for F — F above, we obtain the required representation of

i the difference of two superpositions - This proves the lemma.
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§ 5. Instability of the representation offunctions
as superpositions of smooth functions

Let A be a set of functions of n variables and B a set of functions of k
variables (k<n). Suppose that a function F (xu x„) e A is in a region Gn

of the space xl9 x2, xn an s-fold superposition, generated by a system of
functions (h, -,h)} of B.

We say that this superposition is (A, B)-stable in Gn if every function

F (xu x„) e A can be represented in Gn as the .y-fold superposition of the

same form of functions {fßl ^ (tl9 t2, tk) } of B such that

max sup |//(| ,.Jt \

a>ßl,---,ßa t

< À sup \F(xl; I

xeGn

where A is a constant not depending either on F or on the {fßli,..ißa }.
We denote by the space of all continuously differentiable functions

of k variables whose partial derivatives have modulus of continuity
co (S) (m (3) -> 0 as 3 -> 0).

Theorem 5.5.1. Suppose that each function F (xu xn) e A is in some

region Dn of the space xu xn a superposition of order s offunctions of k
variables { fßl^.^ß (t1, tk) } belonging to (k<n). If for any sub-

region Gn c: Dn the functional "dimension" of A at F (xl5 xn) e A
is greater than k, then the function F (xl9 xn) cannot be an (A, C*,($))-

stable superposition in any such region G a Dn.

Proof Assume the contrary, that is, in a region Gn a Dn the function
F(xl5 xn) g A is an (A, -stable ^-fold superposition of functions

-, tk)} of C'JdyThenany function F(xu can
be represented as the superposition of the same form of functions

(h, -,tk) } of ClWysuchthat

max sup \<Pß1,...,ßx(tlt...,tk) \ <Xsup|F-F\,
cc; ß\,ßv t xeGn

where <pßl,...,ßa fßl,...,ßci ~ fßlßa- By Lemma 5.4.2 we have (for défi-

niteness, k > 1)



F ~F — Yj Pßi,...,ßa (Xl' ••*? Xn)
a;ßi,..., ßa

X (Pßl,...fßa(£lßl,~.,ß(X,l. Q-ßl,-..,ßa,k (Xl' X//)) + R (Xl' '

where | (xl5 x„) | < y (s) e, y (e) -> 0 as £ -» 0, and

8 - max sup I <pßlt...,ßx{ti>•••> tk) I

a; Al, • -, ßa f

< A snp | F(x1; |.
xeGn

That y (e) -> 0 as s -> 0 follows from the fact that as s -» 0 the quantity

s' max y sup
a;ßi....,ßa i= 1

o,

provided only that the modulus of continuity of the partial derivatives of the

functions { <pßlsmmmtß (tu tk) } is fixed. By 5.1.10 it follows that r (A, F)

< k in some subregion Gn c= Z)M. So we have obtained a contradiction
to the assumption that r (A, F) > k in any subregion Gn c= Z>w and this

proves the theorem.
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